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Part I
The Philosophy of the Magic
of the Nine Directions

The Windows of
the Magical Life
“White magic is the ability to reduce the delay between
cause and effect by accessing the indivisible essence
within.”

The Sacred Fires of Hadji-ka

The Symbol for the 75 Wheels of Magic
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The Sacred Fires of Hadji-ka
Transmissions from the Dragons
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The Dragon Windows of the Magical Life
According to the ancient records of Hadji-ka, the magic of humans
was lost when the spinal column separated from the pranic tube
and the interaction between the prana and the nervous system was
lost. There are 75 windows of alchemy, abilities presently dormant
in man, that open within the spine when this interaction takes
place.
There are three stages of resurrection. In the first, the body moves
into the soul level and unites as one with its soul. This is different
than death where the soul leaves for the soul level and the body is
left behind to decay. This first stage can also take place when the
soul, or dream body, merges with the physical (as is described in
the bible as the resurrection of Christ).
The first stage in which the feminine (soul) and masculine (body)
become one, enables one to become free from incarnation cycles of
life and death. But it is only in the second stage where one has the
necessary power to move between the soul level and physical reality
at will.
The second level of a resurrected master enables the magical
abilities that once belonged to man, to be restored. White magic is
the ability to reduce the delay between cause and effect by accessing
the indivisible essence within.
The second level of a resurrected being occurs when the prana
merges with the spinal column, precipitating the alchemical
openings of inter-dimensional gateways in the spinal column.
This again represents the merging of the feminine (prana) and
masculine (nervous system).
The pranic tube is a straight tube that lies in the etheric dream body
that overlays the physical body, occupying the same space. At night
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the dream body travels into the parallel reality of the soul attached
by a silver cord to the physical body so that it can be called back
when the physical body is awakened.
The pranic tube has the same circumference as your middle finger
and thumb placed tip to tip, to form a circle. It travels from the
top of the head to the base of the spine, straight through the body.
When it merges with the spinal column, it has to assume the same
curvature as the spine.
The first prerequisite for this merging to take place is through the
understanding of 75 very specific insights, which then yields the
frequencies of the rapture of eternal romance in the joining of
masculine and feminine.
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Top

A Map of the 75 Alchemical
Windows of the Nervous System
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The 24 Wheels of Veshba
Insights for Opening the Dragon Gates
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The Symbol for the Wheels of Veshba
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1. Birchsparet-hevenasvi
There are periods of reason
and deduction, and periods
of effortless knowing of
inevitability. The times of reason
produce form and structure. The
times of non-cognitive knowing
produce fluid formlessness and
destructuring. Jointly they
produce eternal moments and
the gaps between the moments. Timelessness is produced by living
them as one – knowing the inevitable and with reasoning, finding
out why it is so.

2. Blishbretbraha-avaneski
The feminine perspective does
not like to be definitive and
precise. The masculine on the
other hand thrives on it. The
tendency to confuse and delay
the conclusion of the masculine’s
plans and agendas, have been
seen by the masculine as being
obstructive. The masculine’s
tendency to demand a controlled
outcome has been seen by the feminine as controlling and
dictatorial. In co-operative integration it must be appreciated that
the feminine’s lack of preciseness leaves open gateways of higher
possibilities. It provides openings for alchemical leveraging into
higher and unseen outcomes. The masculine conclusiveness allows
this fluid potential to actualize into manifestation.
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3. Michba-erenechspavi
Impurity is the stage of creation
of form; the process of clustering
the resources of existence into
shapes. That which is interpreted
as purity, is the release of the
inner tension that maintains
form. Impurity blocks the flow
of unfolding existence and dams
up resources to produce form.
Impurity, from the heart’s standpoint, is the linear movement of
mind. From the mind’s standpoint, it is the circular movement of
emotion in a seemingly chaotic manner. As all opposites do, the
one begets the other. They work together to produce fluid form –
the playground of indivisible, Infinite existence.
4. Kuhu-uret-avastra
Honor is a mind-made concept
that arises from the fact that
the feminine has for eons
suppressed itself so that the
masculine could grow. Honor
is the living of programmed
protocols. In polarity, more of
one pole is less of the other. The
masculine’s inner feminine and
masculine has become whole
and mature. The feminine has only its feminine pole functioning.
This has made it unable to interpret its own experiences since the
electrical, masculine component interprets the memories held by
the feminine. The protection of honor is the masculine making sure
that it protectively surrounds the feminine so that all experiences
can be interpreted. It surrounds it by producing matrices that have
to be continually produced as the feminine pushes beyond them hence the search of the masculine to understand.
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5. Skuhu-ustrech-velesvi
The judgment of the masculine,
which sees itself as responsible
for the feminine which it sees as
irresponsible, is because it does
not see the larger perfection of
how they work together. The
masculine desires to contain,
which the feminine interprets
as control. The feminine
desires to be free of boundaries, which the masculine interprets as
irresponsible since she cannot interpret her experience when she
leaves the boundaries of his interpretation. The way these opposing
desires work together, is that the masculine (perception) keeps
having to expand to match the expansion of the feminine (emotion)
and in this way, the self is systematically explored; the unknown
turned into the known through experience.
6. Spere-hespa-klubanet
The awake state (life’s realm)
has become more real than
the dream state (death’s realm)
because it got stuck. This
happened because the feminine,
not understanding the value of
its uninterpreted emotion, and
feeling itself to be unwhole, lost
the self-confidence of expression. Authentic impulses of expression
should be regarded as valid, even if the perfection of the large
picture cannot be seen.
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7. Kerch-spibaresvi
The masculine is afraid of what
it cannot control. The feminine
is afraid of being controlled. It is
this opposing agenda that creates
the tension that sustains the
cohesive form of the cosmos. The
masculine provides form and the
feminine provides growth. This
creates the harmonious interplay
of structure and flow.

8. Nichsta-erek-hursavi
The masculine has lived
the masculine pole and the
feminine pole. The feminine
became balanced when the
Atlantean information of the
300 angels was released. Atlantis
represented the masculine pole
of the Earth – North America
now represents it. The neutral
pole (Western Europe +- and
Easter Europe -+), will be expressed by both when the 75 dragon
windows yield their insights.
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9. Mishba-ukret-ninusklat
Of the 75 insights, 25 are of the
awake world (the masculine
perception based reality) and
50 are of the soul realms, or
dream world and are noncognitive realization of the
perfect harmonious interplay of
the seeming opposition of the
masculine and feminine. These
insights jointly will allow the masculine and feminine to express its
neutral. Their interplay will be seen as a romantic dance exploring
the poetry of existence, rather than a war.

10. Klet-versparut-unachvi
Lemuria was the Motherland
and now Russia fulfills this
role, representing the feminine
on Earth. The feminine’s
masculine will be brought
into balance by the release of
a set of Lemurian records that
contain the knowledge of the 300
Lemurian angels of black light
and frequency. The balancing
of the feminine’s 3 poles prepares the body for its second stage of
resurrection.
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11. Sitru-beleverechbi-sparut
When the feminine is balanced,
the pranic tube is prepared
to enter the spinal cord. Its
frequency becomes elevated
to balance the light that is
found in the spinal cord of one
who is balanced in his or her
masculine, so that a marriage
between equals can take place.
Three layers of sheaths surround the spinal cord, each one holding
memories and representing jointly the masculine matrix of physical
life. The matrices of existence also consist of 3 layers (masculine,
feminine and neutral).
12. Su-uhanesvi-krihastat
A resurrected being has 300
strands of DNA that become
activated during the 2nd stage
when the pranic tube (which
contains 300 sound or frequency
chambers of DNA in the form
of a large rose) merges with the
spinal cord. The spinal cord
is comprised of 300 strands
(electrical) that merge with the
300 magnetic frequency chambers of the pranic tube in a marriage
of light and frequency.
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The DNA Rose

The Enhanced Template of Existence
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13. Michpa-uhavanesbi-arat
The first stage of resurrection
enables one to take charge of
one’s soul reality as experienced
in the dreamtime. This
allows you to maintain your
integrity and high level of selfresponsibility in the dream
reality as much as in the awake
reality. They are both equally
real, and have the same value. The second stage allows you to move
into the sleep state while awake, and into an awakened state while
asleep. Death and rebirth have no hold on you.

14. Plihastre-uhavabat
There is a third stage of
resurrection, called the magic
life, in which the dream state
and awakened state merge and
become one. Because it is only
in the physical where the delay
between cause and effect is as
much as it is – the denser life
is, the greater the delay – this
merging that makes life less
dense produces the magic of more immediate manifestation (the
definition of white magic).
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The Orbits of the Cosmos through
the Physical and Soul Realities
White Light Cosmos

Physical Reality

Black Light Cosmos

Soul Reality
(called Oneness)

There are
300 cosmic
positions
on each oval.
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15. Mechpa-spi-uraket
The feminine is regarded as
pure, and mistakenly attributed
with qualities that pertain only
to the higher realms, and that
it need not concern itself with
the details of everyday life. But
in the harmonious interplay
of masculine and feminine,
the masculine holds a known
space for the feminine to explore the depth of the unknown. The
unknown reveals itself through the experiences of everyday life.

16. Blihavarespi-skrahuraset
Not only does the masculine
provide the horizons that
surround the unknown which
the feminine wishes to explore
(the surrounding matrix)
but also the reference point
from which to observe this
exploration; the little self. This
observation point observes
and analyzes the feminine
exploration of the unknown and turns it into the known through
analysis. It then files it in its library – the matrix. When the
feminine moves beyond its horizon of observation, it expands to
incorporate it.
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17. Meshba-ste-ehelechvi
The origin of masculine and
feminine come from the
Infinite’s attention and intention.
The origin of the masculine
is attention and the origin of
the feminine is intention. The
attention of the Infinite is that
which defines the space in which
creation will take place. Space is
masculine. The intention that creates the details is the movement
that fills in the space. This is like a foundation that is dug so that
a house can be built within these parameters. The bricks and
windows and doors are the details. The flow of creating the details
is time, which is feminine.

18. Bribash-merenechvi
The plan of the whole house
is the one and the filling in of
the details represents the many.
The masculine has become
representative of the many and
the feminine, as the one. This is
the opposite of the true nature
of each. This indicates that we
are dealing with mirrors, since
mirrors always reflect the opposite of what is.
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19. Archvanet-plivabechspi
The question “Who am I?” only
arose within the Infinite when
artistic expression took place.
This created the first relationship:
“Who am I in relationship to
my expression?” The search for
the answer created the second
relationship, beyond the one who
expresses and the expression.
The second relationship became the observer and the observed.
This created opposites and changed the expression of the Infinite to
a new purpose: A reflection of the Infinite.

20. Neserek-priharastat
In order for anything to be
studied, the concept of what is
and what is not has to exist. As
the Infinite studied itself in the
mirror, the concept that there
are things in existence that the
Infinite is not was born. This
reduced Its self-image from “I
am everything,” to “I am some
things.” This gave rise to the
concept of boundaries and the protection of them to avoid being
invaded by what is not.
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21. Ekre-viharsparut
This concept of anything outside
of Itself existing, reduced the
Infinite’s vastness by introducing
self-reflection: The attempt
to define the undefinable.
The miniscule reflection as
an ‘opposite’ of Itself, further
diminished Its self-conception.
The possibility that there could
be knowledge lacking about what It is not, created the concept that
It had to ‘acquire’ it. This created the illusion of linear becoming, or
growth and evolution.

22. Eleklet-visel-uhavastra
To study Its expression, the
Infinite analyzed it. This pulled
the expression apart so that its
pieces may be observed. The
shadow that fell formed an
electro-magnetic substance;
the building blocks of life and
death – the substance of shadow.
During death, the frequency
component of these sub-atomic
particles is more dominant. During life, light is more prevalent.
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23. Pirit-akre-vives-haranesvi
What is paid attention to
through examination lingers
and stays, giving the appearance
of permanence. The longevity
of a manifestation depends on
whether we think it is there.
When examining something,
we are not living or expressing
something else. Where there is
no expression of parts of ourselves, addiction sets in. The Infinite
created an Embodiment for Itself by making Itself the expresser and
not the expressed. In examining Its expression, it kept it in place.
The Infinite’s Embodiment then wanted to ‘save’ Its expression
for It had become addicted to having it there. The concept of an
expression, which became a mirror, now became a Creation.
24. Kretna-stihubalesvi
When we try and save what is in
the mirror of our environment,
it will do the opposite back, as all
mirrors do. The Infinite, having
engaged Its own expression for
so long, had no memory of what
had gone before. Memory does
not exist where experience does
not, and experience requires
self-reflection. Self-reflection began when the Infinite studied
Itself in Its expression. Remembering no other existence, It kept
Its ‘Creation’ in place by entering into it and fixing it. Mirrors are
opposite also in their response to our actions. The Embodiment
had tried to build up and strengthen Its creation, while the Cosmos
tried to reduce and undermine the Embodiment of the Infinite
amidst Itself.
Usta hares ubelechvi mechbitar nanes
usavi piret aras haraskat vibahur unas.
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Maps for Clearing
the Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Nechpa-uhurares-minachvi-sursata

Map 1 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Esenach-misanat-hulspave-skiharsat-upreve

Map 2 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Klisa-aharavech-asetu-urat

Map 3 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Skelparsaha-ninuset-bravech-spaha-hurasbi

Map 4 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Bil-eshenet-eklet-vavi-hasuta-asanet

Map 5 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Pleshba-heruhit-servasva-unech-vi-varabit

Map 6 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Kruves-aras-unasvi-brivabesbi-skrihunat

Map 7 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Birspa-eseklet-briherechspa-utre-minuveset

Map 8 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Sihut-arkla-hirspave-minech

Map 9 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Tribahar-usechvi-mishpa-hires-trava

Map 10 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Mireshpa-sukavet-ereklech-vabi-hurasat

Map 11 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Mishpe-klevevesta-hurasat-menevech-ursata

Map 12 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Prives-belebeshve-nunasach-hirsata-pireva

Map 13 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Misech-uranas-plivechspaba-nisushat

Map 14 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Kirata-visahech-pelesva-spihuret

Map 15 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Siharvavet-erechsta-biluvat-arsklahet-sperechvarva

Map 16 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Miselnachvi-arsuhet-mispahur-speretvavi

Map 17 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Nenech-haruvi-itretve-rutbavach

Map 18 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Sihet-u-araklat-spartavi-misuret-arat

Map 19 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Splehurat-nanarsku-ururet-pliharvat-urskla

Map 20 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Setuvakla-bi-uhurustatvi-marset

Map 21 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Retplak-brivarat-kerspartu-misachvarvet

Map 22 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Kihar-uselve-unachvi-spiharet- minuvesh-uskla-priva

Map 23 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Incantation: Vuruvre-piherut-keret-herspata-ereset

Map 24 for Clearing the Central Nervous System
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Top

Map to Seal the Interdimensional Holes of the Brainstem
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Top

Map to Seal the Interdimensional Holes of the Coccyx
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Top

Map to Seal the Interdimensional Holes of the Sacrum
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The Locations for the Maps of the Nervous System

(Brainstem Map)
(Map 1) C1
C2 (Map 2)
(Map 3) C3

C4 (Map 4)

(Map 5) C5

C6 (Map 6)

(Map 7) C7

T1 (Map 8)

(Map 9) T2

T3 (Map 10)

(Map 11) T4

T5 (Map 12)

(Map 13) T6

T7 (Map 14)

(Map 15) T8

T9 (Map 16)

(Map 17) T10
T11 (Map 18)
(Map 19) T12
L1 (Map 20)

(Map 21) L2

L3 (Map 22)
(Map 23) L4
L5 (Map 24)

(Sacrum Map)
(Coccyx Map)
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The Magical Symbols of the Spine

Brainstem
C1
C2
C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

T1
T3

T2
T4

T5

T6

T7
T8

T9

T10
T11
T12
L1

L2

L3
L4
L5

Sacrum
Coccyx
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Dragon Affirmations for the Spine
1. I am beginningless and endless. (C1)
2. I am shadowless. (C2)
3. I release all personality. (C3)
4. I awaken to the fullness of my being. (C4)
5. I am surrendered to Infinite Intent. (C5)
6. The currents of eternity flow through me. (C6)
7. I am the one and the many. (C7)
8. I am open to receive from myself. (T1)
9. I am fulfilled beyond my expectations. (T2)
10. I fluidly anticipate abundant existence. (T3)
11. I respond to the Intent of the Eternal Being. (T4)
12. I see the ever-newness of eternity. (T5)
13. I am in complete Oneness through Surrender. (T6)
14. I release all need to control outcome. (T7)
15. I exist authentically. (T8)
16. I am an unfolding work of art. (T9)
17. I dwell in the eternal peace of integrated co-operation. (T10)
18. I simultaneously observe and participate. (T11)
19. I rest in the labor of being. (T12)
20. I am the poetic perspective. (L1)
21. I delight in the beauty of my being. (L2)
22. I find my eternal presence in all. (L3)
23. I move through all expressions of existence. (L4)
24. I experience fusion through resonance. (L5)
*See accompanying PDF, The Anatomy of Change (excerpt from
“Journey to the Heart of God”)
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The Magical Practices of the
24 Wheels of Manasuch
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The Symbol for the Wheels of Manasuch
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25. Bilsparek-meseta-hurat
Transformation tries to eliminate
certain aspects of life but it
strengthens what it opposes.
This creates physical karma –
life’s tool to keep pulling us back
into rebirth cycles. Whenever
change is not made effortlessly,
by shifting the focused attention
to what is a higher choice, the
old circumstances repeat themselves and cyclical experience takes
place. Transformation, the tool of shedding the old, is also life’s
tool of necessitating rebirth so that it can call us back. Intelligence
judges what is life-enhancing and what is not, denying the right of
the non-life-enhancing to exist. The heart judges with sentimental
valued and shuns the ‘unpleasant’ for the ‘pleasant’. Transformation
places us in bondage to rebirth cycles.
26. Krabahet-eles-akla
Transmutation is the tool of
soul that calls us back through
death into the soul world. It
is the second stage of linear
change. The illusion it is based
on is that manipulating ‘eternal’
circumstances can increase
things. The external world,
within the triangle of mirrors which is caused by linear change,
can only be increased by creating more facets to the mirrors, thus
producing a kaleidoscope effect of increase.
Transmutation, through its tool of alchemy, can only enhance
appearances. The desire for increase creates emotional karma that
keep calling us back to death as emotional karma must be resolved
in the soul world, either after death, or through dreaming.
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27. Sutahit-karas-avi
Transfiguration promises
to change the cyclical,
impermanent stages of life and
death into something more
permanent and superior through
ascension. It is the tool of spirit.
It promises a ‘safe’ place and a
destination of arrival. Whenever
we think that there is a harbor
where we can shelter from the ever-new unfoldment of existence
we have just encased ourselves in the thickest matrices of all.
Wherever change comes to stagnant places, it pulls the rug out
from under your feet. It does not come fluidly or with ease and
grace, but in a sporadic and abrupt movement. Transfiguration is
the tool of empowerment for spirit, either by the control it exerts
over those who seek its shelter, or the loss of resources it sucks
up when it withdraws its support abruptly, banishing us from its
controlled ‘heaven’ back into rebirth. It cannot ‘save’ us from linear
change, when it is part of it.
28. Karsh-parasat
The three stages of linear change
create three different movements
of the building blocks of
existence within the matrix. The
building blocks are the substance
of shadow. What is it that
moves between these 3 stages
of change? It is the focus of our
awareness. When awareness sees
only one spot at the cost of all else, it casts a ‘shadow,’ meaning that
parts of eternal existence are not ‘on-line’ or contributing to the
moment.
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Transformation creates an outward, linear movement, transmutation
spirals the outward movement, and transfiguration arcs the
outward movement. This creates the cosmic shape of a large
outward and inward folding tube torus.
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Three Types of Awareness
Original Awareness
Movement: It arcs
Originates: Within the Spirit Body
Polarity: Neutral
Location: It moves through all 7
bodies
Inherent Awareness
Movement: A straight line
Originates: Within the Mental Body
Polarity: Masculine
Location: It moves through the 4
lower bodies
Evolving Awareness
Movement: It spirals
Originates: Within the Physical
Body
Polarity: Feminine
Location: It moves through the
physical body

The three types of awareness create
the tube torus of the Infinite and
its Creation. It exists of trillions
of arcing spirals propelling away
from and returning to Source or
originating point.
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29. Blibaret-karatu-usavat
None of the tools of linear
change can deliver us from
the tube toral cage of illusion;
individuated cosmic life. They
are all in part contributing to
its formation. Each part of the
triad of life, death and ascension,
holds a specific set of akashic
records – tools to call us back to
a specific part of the triad. Life holds the physical akashic records:
that which we judged and resisted and tried to eliminate. The
soul level holds the akashic records of desire, all the wanting and
needing of increase. The spirit level, or ascension, holds the regrets
and unfulfilled wishes and hopes.
To clear these, we need unself-conscious exuberant and
surrendered enjoyment of the moment.
30. Kisanit-nenek-plivaset
Each part of linear change’s
movements, produces a form of
time. Transformation produces
linear time, transmutation
produces eternal time and
transfiguration produces
cyclical time. Resurrection
produces the eternal fluid
moment. Resurrection is the key
to closing down linear stages of change and setting us free from
being trapped in the tube toral matrix of the cosmos that dictates
our behavior and binds us to the mediocrity of time.
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31. Kresba-esekle-hunat
When life fell into duality, it
happened in three stages.
The first stage was: The
Confinement of Space.
The Infinite Ocean of Existence
expresses at all times but when
its expression becomes very
specific in a certain part of its
boundlessness, a space forms. This space, like a current in the
ocean, behaves differently than the rest.
The Infinite decided to create a very specific expression that it could
study, the way the ocean observes a current within it. This brought
about several anomalies that had not existed before:
•

The concept of space, which in turn yielded the idea of
boundaries.

•

To maintain the illusion of separation required focused
attention. This created areas of existence that were unexpressed
because of the attention directed elsewhere. This selfabandonment created addiction and obsessive focus on that
which took its place – the root of all addiction.

•

The concept of permanence arose; the illusion that something
we love can stay the same and be kept by holding onto it.
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32. Krisanet-bihavespi
Expression becomes Reflection –
the second stage of the fall.
As more and more attention is
given to something, it becomes
denser and denser. The more
‘real’ we believe an illusion to be,
the more permanent a presence
it gets. In this way the expression
of what the Infinite was became a dense mirror and, as all mirrors
do, reflected what the Infinite was not. From this more illusions
arose:
•

The illusion of duality – the concept that more than one being
can exist.

•

The illusion of individual freedom of choice. Appearances of
the opposite behavior found in mirror images suggested that
the image could do something other than what the Infinite
expressed.

•

The concept of opposites arose. The Infinite now thought Itself
to be ‘opposite’ to the current within It. The Embodiment of the
Infinite formed from the area of the current within Itself.
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33. Kriva-stereret-achvatra
The Entrapment of Individuation
– the third stage of the fall.
As the Embodiment of the
Infinite became surrounded
by opposite mirror images It
became more and more isolated
by what appeared to be a hostile
environment. It saw Itself to be
alone. When one believes oneself to be that which they are not, it
cuts them off from their Source of Eternal Being. This aggravated
the feeling of being completely alone and caused the following
illusions:
•

When one stands between mirrors there appears to be many
of you extending into infinity, in front of and behind you. This
gave the illusion of the one and of the many.

•

For every action it appeared that there were an infinite number
of opposite actions in the mirrors. This created the impression
of the actions of the many being more determinative than that
of the one. This added to the feeling of the One being unable
to effect Its environment. The illusion of being trapped and
imprisoned by the ‘over-powering’ presence of the environment
arose.

•

The feeling that the many must know more and be more
capable of controlling reality arose, as did the power of
numbers.

•

Linear progression and the illusion of linear time arose.
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34. Nekret-husech-vivavespi
What is Resurrection?
Resurrection within the
microcosm, or individual, as
well as in the macrocosm, is the
reparation of the three schisms
that happen within our eternal
being and which cause a life of
opposition and alienationfrom
Source.
It occurs in three stages and in reverse order to how the fall of the
individual into density happened.

35. Selehut-aleskla
The First Stage of Resurrection:
In the first stage of resurrection,
the inner schism of the awake
body (the physical) and the
dream body (the soul) is healed.
The master learns how to balance
the feminine (receptive) and
masculine (pro-active) within
by living them not alternatively,
but simultaneously. In doing
this, he or she becomes wakeful in the dream and able to feel the
dreamlike quality of the awake times. This allows one to take full
responsibility for the part of our existence lived while we sleep.
Eventually sleep and awake states seem equally real and can be lived
simultaneously. Life and death lose their claim on the master. The
many become the one in this stage.
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36. Piharanet-eskreva
The Second Stage of
Resurrection:
When the inner conflict of
masculine and feminine, body
and soul, life and death comes to
a resolution of integrated cooperation, resources are released
that deliver power to the master.
He or she becomes able to move
at will between the physical and the soul realities. The master
knows the mirrors of life and death, dreaming and awakening to be
equally unreal or real. They become tools of the poetic expression
of his being. The mirrors between which he stands lose their hold
over him as he sees them for what they are. The key component
to achieving this stage is to live with exuberant authenticity (this
shatters the mirrors) and without any attachment to the reflections
and opinions or judgments of our mirrored environment.
37. Breshbret-skavanut
The Third Stage of Resurrection:
During this stage, called the
magical existence, instantaneous
manifestation becomes possible
as the gap between cause and
effect closes (the definition
of white magic). The deeper
understanding of the perfection
behind the appearances; the
purpose of expression beyond the details becomes apparent. The
deeper mystical concept of the expresser and the expression being
one becomes clear. The inner fall of consciousness becomes healed
as the current and ocean remember their inseparable oneness.
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38. Erchpa-blivabeshpi
Into infinity the mirrors lie
around you like the endless sky.
Of body, soul and spirit are they
comprised; all you can see on the
outside. But of a contradiction
now we tell; that which is on the
outside, on the inside is as well.
Only mirrors of space you will
find. Of the eight directions they
are comprised. Around you and within you they hide.

39. Neskre-parat-esetvanur
The 9th direction holds the
key to become the dreamer
rather than the dream. But be
aware that where opposites
exist, the dance of duality
persists – the 9th direction takes
you into spaceless space. But
spacelessness is the opposite of
space. They both must be unreal
as are all opposites that can be defined. The cave of no beginnings,
that within your being resides, is undefinable - a silent song.
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40. Keret-pirit-partehur
When it is discovered, when you
know with all your being that a
mirror is an impossibility, then
it will be seen that the mirrors
of the dream bodies were but
an opaque and imagined canvas
and physical life the paint. The
matrix of existence is the frame.
The reality we live in can only be
seen because of light bouncing off objects. A rose is red because it
absorbs all the colors except red, which it bounces back to the eye
like a mirror. We live in a mirrored world. Our physical experiences
contained by the frame matrix, are the paint the Infinite uses to
create Its art. But the art is an evolving work in progress and must
change from one level to the next. It is transient in nature.
41. Kalshpava-nekvahur
When black light from the
mirrored world within, combine
in equal measure with the white
light of the mirrored world
without, the eight directions
merge as well. The eight
directions create space. To marry
the inner and outer worlds as
one is to master spacelessness.
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42. Eret-pirastur
The mastery of the directions
coincides with the stages of
evolution. In mastering the four
directions man enters godconsciousness. In mastering the
seventh direction man enters the
first of three phases of the stages
of ascended mastery. The ninth
direction is that which must be
mastered to conclude the level of life known as humanness and
prepare for the godhood stages beyond. The ninth direction is the
challenge of the last phase of ascended mastery.
*See accompanying PDF, The Evolutionary Stages of Man (excerpt
from “Secrets of the Hidden Realms”)
43. Kihalshavur-misanach
The ninth direction follows the
other eight directions of North,
East, South and West, Above,
Below, Without and Within. The
ninth direction is the direction
of Through. The eight directions
represent form and space. The
ninth direction represents
formlessness and spacelessness.
It creates the quality of transparency and leverages through
alchemy, reality from being painted on an opaque surface, to a
reality of art on illuminated glass, making the colors come alive.
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44. Ekra-selenutvavi
The matrix has been seen
in the previous paradigm of
existence, as a confinement and a
restriction to self-expression. In
this higher paradigm, it contains
the ability to illuminate all spatial
experience from within.
The 75 principles of Hadji-ka are
the illuminating insights of the
matrix that allow the inner light and frequency of form to shine
through matter. The distinction between inner and outer becomes
dissolved as the inner and outer move through one another, living
the 9th direction

The Wheel of the Ninth Direction
Fusion Through Resonance

Nusba arut herchba nesevu
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45. Kelesutvahut
The balancing of expression of
the inner and outer, the feminine
and masculine, is essential for
this metamorphosis of existence
to take place. The feminine has
been less developed than the
masculine and needs to have 3
illusions dissolved. In addition,
it needs to have 3 insights
acquired. The dissolving of illusions balances the masculine; the
gaining of insights balances the feminine poles of the soul.

46. Virabitpahur-neska
The first illusion that has to be
removed from the soul is that
past injurious behavior from
the masculine is something that
will necessarily repeat itself. If
past expectations dictate present
defense mechanisms, we create
a matrix that will confine us into
cycles in which we encounter
past events over and over again.
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47. Retvi-ereklet-vanur
The second illusion to eliminate
is the need for the feminine
to prove that it can play the
masculine role. Intuitive
guidance competes with the
masculine guidance of reason
in steering life. Instinct too tries
to tell us how to live. Reason
deliberately contracts vision to
get us to make mistakes so that we create karma to pull us back to
physical life through rebirth. It is therefore not a reliable guidance
source.

48. Plisarut-arsklahar
The heart’s guidance is
influenced by soul. It also uses
our dreams to program our
emotions in our daily life. Soul
does not wish us success in
our physical life. It wants us to
voluntarily leave physicality in
order to enter the soul reality.
It provides flawed guidance
through the heart, made worse
by the neediness and insecurities we feel as we leave the dream
state. The needs, wanting to be fulfilled, then masquerade as heart’s
guidance.
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The Wheels to Activate the Pure and
Full Expression of the Kundalini

Wheel 1 – Satrut Mitva Arsunat

Wheel 2 – Bokva Plihet Arsunat
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Wheel 3 – Krihat Salsavi Mihat

Wheel 4 – Bichpa Machve Mishhabu Restu
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Wheel 5 – Kishva Eknes Blivapesh Urastu

Wheel 6 – Ki-aharat Ustay
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Wheel 7 – Spliba Arexsvi Valastra

Wheel 8
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Wheel 9

Wheel 10
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Wheel 11

Wheel 12
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Wheel 13

Wheel 14
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Wheel 15

Wheel 16
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Wheel 17

Wheel 18
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Wheel 19

Wheel 20
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Wheel 21

Wheel 22
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Wheel 23

Wheel 24
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The Magical Practices of
the Wheels of Hurat
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The Symbol for the Wheels of Hurat
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49. Krishkra-as-vartu
Instinctual guidance comes
from spirit. Spirit tries to live
physical life vicariously. Its role
is as the canvas of existence,
but instead it directs where the
paint should go. It infiltrates not
only the physical through mind
control in the form of black light
(subliminal information), but
also interferes with the soul level of our dreams. It does not provide
trustworthy guidance, but dogma.

50. Misba-heres-tranavis
The third illusion that should be
eliminated is the value placed on
the ultra-feminine, or the ultramasculine and the multi-layered
programs associated with what
the roles and identities of a man
or a woman are. To over-polarize
into any gender means that half
of our expression needs to be
suppressed. The ultra-masculine
or ultra-feminine is therefore the most dysfunctional of all beings.
The way we relate as a man or a woman is completely artificially
programmed. The true nature of the interaction should be
adventurous, child-like play and exploration of the subtle nuances
of the alchemy of interaction.
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51. Plisba-kerekta-minavech
The neutrality of allowing
another’s expression (alternating
giving (+) and receiving (-) of
expression) is the first insight of
bringing balance to the feminine.
Instead of thinking of itself as an
independent unit that has to do
everything itself, the feminine
has to change its viewpoint to
seeing itself as part of a family. It has to merge its existence with
the positive and the neutral. The neutral can be thought of as its
children (a boy and girl twins) and the positive as its husband,
since the it was the masculine and feminine separating that formed
the neutral. The surrendering of the state of independence to the
cohesive interaction of the family is like merging air, fire and sand
to create transparent glass.
52. Virspa-eseklar-verevit
The second insight for the
feminine to achieve balance
is that the true nature of
living the ninth direction is
for the masculine’s expression
to incorporate the feminine
qualities and vice versa. The
business meeting can be
a wonderful candlelight dinner of beautifully prepared food
eaten under the stars. In the silent moments of enjoyment,
the compatibility of the partnership can be felt and unspoken
agreements can be forged.
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53. Sikva-miserech-uharestu
The combined interaction
of the inner family with the
masculine (physical) doing the
eternal dance, the feminine
(soul) playing the music, and
the neutral (spirit) providing
the changing set, stage and
props, creates the clarity for the
Infinite’s expression to be known.
Without each trying to control the other’s performance, opposition
decreases and inevitable action reveals itself. The third insight of
the feminine is that any guidance, other than the automatic and
inevitable action that stems from being aligned with Infinite Intent,
is unreliable.

54. Misech-blivabes-urespi
A great secret now we tell for
those who want to understand
how it is possible for life around
them to be a mirror and how, to
another, you are but a mirror:
The secret to unlock this mystery
is time. It rotates like a disc
with each life-form having a
position on the disc. Wherever
your awareness is focused on the disc is the present moment for
you. Only those elements of existence you are focused on are real
in that only where your awareness is, can you access the patterns of
possibilities of existence. Everything outside of your ‘moment,’ or
your illuminated spot on the turning disc of time, is but an unreal
shadow on the mirrored walls of your chrysalis.
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55. Hirasta-bli-uvabet-unechvi
The fact that everyone’s ‘real’
moment is on a different spot on
the wheel of time means that we
live in different realities and in
different times – each moment is
real only because it is a spot that
someone has become aware of
by seeing the patterns of specific
possibilities that stimulate action.
This creates their reality. If we focus on another set of possibilities,
we immediately change our reality.

56. Tri-urba-es-minavech
The reality we live in is therefore
entirely our choice. It is the result
of our eternal and indivisible
self participating in the game of
space and time; this is done by
illuminating certain possibilities
through focused awareness.
Being ‘stuck’ in a certain
situation in life is the result of a
fixated mindset and perspective.
Our attempting to know and understand, and the creating of belief
systems to make it seem possible, fixate it.
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57. Sekve-uselvavechspi
The cosmos itself is the Eternal
Being’s ‘moment’ – an eye of
observation through which It
observes Itself. But it is also just
a spot on a bigger disc in a chain
that never ends, for such is the
nature of mirrors. There is only
One Being that exists; that has
contracted Its focused awareness
into the Embodiment of the Infinite.

58. Trihur – manavesh-usekla
The cosmos as a fixated
perspective has served the
purpose of creating dense
form – the more contracted
a perspective is, the more it
consists of dense forms. It has
mapped the possibilities of a
certain part of the Infinite Being.
Man has the most contracted
perspective, producing egoidentification, and of all species, is therefore the most dense.
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59. Sihut-satamisut-akla
The denser a being is, the faster
time flows and the shorter
the life spans are. The way to
expand time – the ability to
accomplish many days’ worth of
work in one day – is to expand
your awareness to a larger
consciousness. See yourself as
a being as vast as the cosmos
having a human experience.

60. Virsevat-arahach-sufelvi
The contributions that both
contraction and expansion
provide are equally valuable.
Man has a tendency to value the
perception of less dense beings
from ‘higher’ realms more than
his own. Because they hold a
bigger space through which life
flows, they are able to see more
at once. Man can only see what
is in front of him and what is
physical, but he can also see the depth of existence and has the
highest developed analytical skills. He produces the questions; the
higher realms can produce the answers by accessing the known.
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61. Miskla-bravech-suhut-vabi
The newly accessed knowledge
of the part of the Infinite’s
Being that is being examined
by cosmic life comes through
man. It is in his density where
the unknowable filters into the
known; where the depth of the
flow of life is experienced. Like a
wide river that is forced through
a narrow chasm, not only does the narrow perspective and focus of
man speed up time, but it also produces power beyond what can be
experienced by the wide, slow river (the more etheric beings with a
wide perspective).

62. Skahur-mesenechvi-aresta
It would seem that those who
have gone into expanded
awareness (like masters
who have gone into godconsciousness) and beings in
higher realms who live from a
more expanded perspective, have
a far more abundant life. There
are many more opportunities
and possibilities available
to them because they are exposed to a lot more of the river of
existence (the turning disc) through their larger space or moment.
But with a wider perspective there is much overlooked, because the
details are missed.
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63. Nichsta-setlvu-heravi
The details of life are the
indicators of when changes in
direction are needed. They are
doorways to open and explore,
each leading into the deeper
mysteries of existence. Key
concepts of understanding are
vested in the little details of
existence because they are each a
key to the unknowable contradiction of existence.

64. Kirsarach-spi-urpahet
Seers focus on the details when
they find themselves facing
overwhelming odds. This
contracts their reality away
from the chaotic circumstances
surrounding them. If they
contract it to a single point, they
can cause time to stand still.
Furthermore, this contraction
creates more available
power. They are also able to find the larger problem in the more
manageable little details, since every cell contains the replica of the
cosmos; the parts contain the whole.
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65. Kretaa-mishuvit
The nine directions are nine
perspectives within each being.
This produces nine elements.
The most contracted perspective
produces matter. The change in
elements is the result of a change
in the frequency of the frequency
component of the building
blocks of existence. Perception
(which is determined by perspective) yields frequency and vice
versa. The density of form can be altered by perspective expanding
or contracting.

66. Kersuch-niset-uvlehasbi
An example of times you may
want to be fully physical is when
you are wanting to enjoy physical
sensuality, such as a warm
bath, food, sexual stimulation,
the grass beneath bare feet.
When you are surrounded by
dense circumstances, such as
many constricting rules and
regulations, and people with base
motives, expansion allows it to move through you with only that
which resonates sticking or lingering.
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67. Elesmisarut-ukre
The fusion of all nine elements
can only take place when all are
equally valued. The physical has
been more highly valued and has
therefore kept us in bondage to
mortality. It has created drama
– pain, disease, hunger, cold and
heat – to keep itself empowered
by our focused attention. Its
transformation, processes of eating and eliminating, awake times
and regenerative sleep, provide a self-generated energy source. The
other elements have fed off matter’s energy, again focusing attention
on it. Matter has kept its sovereignty by the attention focused on it.
68. Kirespartu-anunat
The first four of the nine
elements of existence are: The
sub-atomic particles of matter,
which resemble a wavy cross
and the sub-atomic particles
of energy, which resemble two
inter-locking spheres. These
represent the south and the west
respectively. The elements of lifeforce and power (representing
the east and the north) are in the shape of little tube-torus’ that
form inter-dimensional gateways between the two levels of spirit.
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69. Erchpa-uhusavespi
The additional four elements are
from different layers of akasha.
These four elements form the
horizontal, feminine axis of
existence – that which holds
memory. The previous four
directions form the masculine,
electrical and vertical axis that
interprets memory through
experience and perception. The four akashic records of memories,
or layers, consist of the directions of above (where memories of
‘what if ’s’ are kept) as the most etheric layer of akasha. The second
most etheric layer of akasha is the direction of below (where the
‘if only’s are kept). The direction of within holds the records of
emotions and the densest akashic layer, the direction of without,
holds the record of actions.
70. Gli-urba-sehet-vanut
Memory determines shape. The
feminine can manipulate reality
by altering memory. The soul can
therefore manipulate the body
and physical life (the direction
of the west can influence the
direction of the south; energy
can manipulate matter). The
physical realms have therefore tried to reduce the soul’s influence
by becoming materialistic, by opposing it. In material life, opposites
oppose. The result is more chaos.
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71. Kererech-mishku-elsalvi
The pranic tube and the spine
have separated, each acting
independently. With energy and
matter, opposites repel. The Ida
and Pingala are etheric channels
that twine like serpents through
the center of the body (see Fig.
10) – they are the tools of the
two levels of spirit. They are +
- and - +, but because they consist primarily of light and frequency,
as opposites they attract. In the layers of spirit, opposites inspire
one another and therefore co-operate rather than repel, creating
order rather than chaos.
Light and frequency (love) - opposites attract and sameness repels.
Energy and matter (physical) - sameness attracts and opposites
repel.
72. Tri-uranes-uklesut
The building blocks of the
layers of spirit, the sub-atomic
tube toruses, alternate in giving
and taking between the two
dimensional layers of spirit. The
patterns of predictable outcome
that they create are called order.
Chaos and order each serve
a purpose. Chaos breaks down old boundaries of existing belief
systems. It creates questions that challenge the status quo. Order
interprets the newly exposed information. Unfortunately our
valuing order more than chaos, and answers more than questions,
has created an over-emphasis that has birthed the dogmatic tyranny
of spirit.
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The Intertwining Serpent - Ida and Pingala
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Before and After--Magic of the Serpents
The Red and White Serpents represent
the positive (masculine) and negative
(feminine) aspects of Kundalini White
Magic—the third body of white magic
restored to humanity.

Before --The Magic of the
Red and White Serpent

The Pingala – the right, red
masculine channel of energy:
Represented by the Red
Serpent.
The Ida – the left, white
feminine channel of
energy: Represented by
the White Serpent.
The Kundalini lies
coiled at the base of
the spine.

The Sacred Fire
The serpents have
blended
into one serpent in the
pranic tube.

After--The Magic of the
One Serpent
The neutral power of the
one serpent was born in
November 2007 when
Mother healed a rift
in the fabric of
the time/space
continuum.

The Pranic Tube
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73. Ska-ur-manaset-blivespi
The realms of spirit, as well as
the two levels of the spirit of
man, are made from akashic subatomic particles. The without
and within are made of three
inter-locking wavy crosses and
the above and below are made
of three inter-locking spheres.
They have been governing the
additional four directions’ responses and realities through karmic
memories held in their magnetic portions.

74. Sechvaa-vri-urbahur
The ninth direction of through
is called the field of Infinite
Intent. The Infinite Intent subatomic particles resemble fluidly
forming soap bubbles. They are
larger than all the other particles
that form the other directions.
Their frequency component
also vibrates at a higher speed.
Frequency creates form and the higher frequencies over-ride the
form of the lower frequencies, thus, when fully lived and activated,
it can exert influence on the formation of unfolding reality greater
than that of the other directions that have kept life locked into a
matrix of opposing factors.
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75. Vesba-ur-neselvavi
The ninth direction’s quality
is fusion through resonance.
Infinite Intent particles are called
this because they can receive
and interpret the changing
changelessness of the Intent
of the indivisible and eternal
Source. They over-ride the egoic
will of all other building blocks
by resonating with their eternal indivisible component and fusing
with them. They over-ride and encapsulate the smaller building
blocks while infusing them with their true purpose: To be unique
instruments of Infinite Expression.
“Life shall change and harmony shall come
When all life interprets the Intent of the One
Prepare now, let all that is stolen be restored
Be gone, all programs and memories from before
Prepare for the marriage of the direction of through
Release the dust of the ages that as personalities have accrued
The desire to control life must be released by you
To surrender to Source, this you must do
The hierarchies of old shall fall this day
The Infinite Intent shall lead the way
Renewed by the fusion, shall all life be
From the war of opposites you shall be free”
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The 24 Angels of Menerech

The Angels of the Menerech are 24 Archangels that guard the shield
of fire to separate the angels from the fallen angels.
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Key to the 24 Angels of Menerech

1
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3

5
20

6

21
8

22

7

23

9

24

11
14
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Names of the 24 Angels of Menerech

1. Knatnuk

14. Astrar

2. Belehim

15. Pruba-el

3. Sainahim

16. Mitret-buresma

4. El-elenar

17. Kavanesvi

5. Brinahi

18. Urava-el

6. Selsavrahim

19. Kiras-brisbavit

7. Bikliranat

20. Natabaruhem

8. Kusunat

21. Nishpa-el

9. Vriba-el

22. Kanesh-una-i

10. Mishanar

23. Va-ibit-stra-el

11. Tri-uhelanor

24. Astra-e

12. Vaarspravet
13. Kisanamavish
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The 24 Concepts of the Angels of
Menerech

1. I am beginningless and endless
2. I am shadowless
3. I release all personality
4. I awaken to the fullness of my being
5. I am surrendered to Infinite Intent
6. The currents of eternity flow through
me
7. I am the one and the many
8. I am open to receive from myself
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9. I am fulfilled beyond my expectations
10. I fluidly anticipate abundant existence
11. I respond to the Intent of the Eternal
Being
12. I see the ever-newness of eternity
13. I am in complete Oneness through
Surrender
14. I release all need to control outcome
15. I exist authentically
16. I am an unfolding work of art
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17. I dwell in the eternal peace of
integrated co-operation

		

18. I simultaneously observe and 		
participate
19. I rest in the labor of being
20. I am the poetic perspective
21. I delight in the beauty of my being
22. I find my eternal presence in all
23. I move through all expressions of 		
existence
24. I experience fusion through resonance
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